
NEW N6 
THINNING HARVESTER

NISULA N6 TECHNICAL FEATURES

Engine Agco power 4-cyl. / 4,9L. / 140 kW / 800 Nm                     

Weight 17 300 Kg (38 140lb)   

Width  278 cm / 9,12 ft

Crane Nisula P100 parallel crane (10m / 32ft) N6E model 
Palfinger S110 (10m / 32ft)

Harvesting heads Nisula 555H or Nisula 335E+ (N6E) 
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The all new Nisula N6 harvester has been com-
pletely redesigned to meet the needs of forest 
thinning operations. The Nisula N6 harvester is 
completely re-designed, great for first thinning- 
as well as final felling operations. The features 
of the machine have taken a huge step forward.  
N6 harvester aims to make thinning operations a 
year-round activity. The ground pressure of the 
six-wheeled machine is very low, so the thinning 
operations can be done even in summer or wet 
conditions.
Thanks to its size, weight and technical features 
the new N6 is a modern and efficient forest thin-
ning harvester.

The new Nisula N6e is equipped with a 
short main boom, the Palfinger S110F96, 
with a reach of 10 meters, makes the ma-
chine really versatile for both forestry work 
and roadside maintenance. Together with 
the Nisula 500 series harvester head, it is 
an excellent thinning harvester. Equipped 
with a new Nisula 335E + shear head, the 
N6E will become a truly cost-effective and 
productive energy wood harvester. The new 
N6e is also available with a bush mower for 
roadside maintenance,  one machine offers 
you many different options.

WATCH THE 
NEW N6 VIDEO

NISULA N6
NEXT GENERATION  
THINNING HARVESTER

NISULA N6e
ONE MACHINE,  
MANY DIFFERENT  
POSSIBILITIES NISULA 555H

The new-generation Nisula 555H 
harvester head offers unique prop-
erties for thinning and final felling of 
small-stem stands. The manufacturing 
quality and materials of the head are 
of the standard that Nisula is known 
for. Considering its properties, the 
head is exceptionally light, only 810-
840 kg (1 786 – 1851lb), depending on 
the equipment.

555H OFFERS  
A LOT OF NEW FEATURES: 
1. New hydraulic valve design, for 150-250l/min 

oil flow (39-66 gal/min)
2. New length measuring system, with hydraulic 

control and magnetic encoders
3. New touchless diameter measuring system 

with magnetic encoder
4. Patented Golfinger shearcut (optional)
5. New Nisula NSU saw system
6. New bolted sawbox
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